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Under the ironic title MACHO, Juergen Teller, a photographer whose practice makes the debate about the 

boundaries between art and fashion obsolete, is showing for the first time in Greece a highly introspective 

body of work.  

 At the core of the concept of machismo sits a pronounced – often too pronounced – sense of male 

supremacy and pride. Being “macho” means to adopt the dominant role that men are assigned in certain 

societies. The word has got a negative connotation in present days of course. The effective fight for equality 

does not allow room for dominance as it is just natural. Yet, sometimes feminist debate defines genres so 

concretely, leaving no room for performativity, lust and ambiguity to take place.  The relations between men 

and women that this role implies – as explored by Judith Butler in her concept of heterosexual hegemony, 

which forms the "matter" of bodies, sex, and gender – are also crucial in Teller’s work. His choice of title for 

the exhibition intimates a desire on his part to comment on and perhaps poke fun at the narcissistic male.  

So, is Teller ‘macho’?  Certainly body and gender – not yet stripped of human weaknesses and feelings, as it 

is sometimes discussed in post-feminist theories and gender studies – are at the heart of Teller’s practice. 

His oeuvre focuses on human relations: strong, private and intimate. Teller gets to the root of such relations 

every time he takes a photograph. His vision is so penetrating that he manages to demolish the barrier 

between the photographer and the subject.  His particular command of emotional intensity and his eagerness 

to tell a story are the basic tools that shape his distinct style. Never stingy with his emotions, Teller is 

genuinely curious about other people and has an almost alchemical ability to bring out their most closely-

guarded personality traits.  A viewer of his work glimpses a “third space of meaning” as described by Roland 

Barthes;   a space, where everything is open and possible between one person or two or more in the 

timeframe of a specific shoot. 

Neither shockingly loud  nor radically dramatic in terms of their iconography and digital manipulation, Teller's 

pictures form a topography of fantasies and desires narrated between the lines, like hidden whispers. In a 

manner similar to Lars von Triers, who often shows sophisticated “ordinary” people – who we can relate to – 

discussing the most taboo topics, Teller sets up an ephemeral stage for liminal behaviour. Yet, liminal in this 

context, does not allude solely to extremity but also to a sweet and human unpredictability.  Softly 

transgressive, his photos seem like family snapshots of celebrities, models, musicians and friends. His ability 

to trigger this kind of unexpected behaviour of his well-known subjects has resulted in renowned shots or 

series of photographs like the one of Victoria Beckham stuffed in a Marc Jacobs shopping bag, or the 

unexpectedly fragile portrait of Björk looking tenderly towards her son as she holds him in her arms while 

swimming in the Blue Lagoon in Iceland. 

Many of his pictures, including his famous self-portraits, are the result of a symbolic role-playing experiment 

where model and photographer swap places.  Teller is seen to seamlessly slip from one role to the other, 

without fanfare: he often photographs himself in different moments from his private life. “I rarely aim to show 

off my masculinity, or proclaim myself the ideal male. On the contrary, I am often to be seen in effeminate or 

ridiculous funny poses,” he confesses. 



Self-portraits are central to Teller’s work. They seem like incremental additions to an endless performance 

that spans his career. The body is again here a protagonist. Taking off his clothes, doing silly things and 

embarrassing himself is an important part of Teller’s work. This urge, though, seems to be triggered more by 

a child-like approach to freedom and self-mockery than by an exhibitionist impulse. Self-portraiture has been 

for Teller a way to understand himself better and also, perhaps, for processing difficult events in his life by 

rehearsing them exhaustively until the pain associated with them is muted or even cancelled.  

Sharing was the force behind many classic self-portraits in art history.  Vincent van Gogh, who painted 

himself in slightly different moods and almost always in the same pose over thirty times in the course of three 

years (1886-1889), includes himself with his head bandaged, to show the episode in which he severed one 

of his ears. For Teller, as he repeatedly admits, self-portraits have also been a way to expose himself to his 

subjects and to encourage them to “get silly” together. Photography, as his expressive medium, even in its 

most self-referential manifestation, the self-portrait, becomes a means for in depth communication and 

exchange with other people. It is about togetherness; about being really close with his subjects as well as the 

viewers of his work, something that seems like Teller's lifelong mission. 

The Oxford Dictionaries named ‘selfie’ the word of the year for 2013. In an age where the Self is endlessly 

discussed, it felt almost natural to show together a body of self-portraits by Teller from the 90s to the present. 

In a recent featured story about the history of selfies in the New York Magazine, art critic Jerry Saltz 

describes them as “a powerful, instantaneous ironic interaction that has intensity, intimacy, and strangeness. 

In some way, selfies reach back to the Greek theatrical idea of methexis – a group sharing – wherein the 

speaker addresses the audience directly.”  This description does not seem so alien to self-portraiture as an 

artistic genre so it is hard to understand why selfies are now such a big deal in art discourse.  Maybe the fact 

that they offer access for all to art making and expression on the one hand, and to the celebrity circuit on the 

other, is what makes the difference. Selfies render everybody a pseudo-artist and a pseudo-celebrity. 

Indeed, some of the qualities that form the selfie style, like inappropriate camera angles,  improvisation, 

casualness,  speed, self-criticism or irony have been largely embedded in Teller's self-portraits since he 

started doing them, over twenty years ago . Under the need to urgently reveal something internal to the 

outside world,  Teller has staged and photographed himself in the most vivid ways possible: collapsing face 

down into a half-eaten platter of roast pig; sitting in a restaurant with his crew, flaunting the imperfections of 

his half-naked form;  frolicking about in an elf costume with his daughter in his family home in Germany; 

getting worked up watching a football match on TV, his son by his side; and standing naked by his father’s 

grave at night, smoking and drinking beer, one foot resting on a football (his father was an abusive alcoholic 

and committed suicide when the artist was in  his early twenties). 

At the same time, in a manner that is reminiscent of Diego Velázquez, whose royal portrait the Las Meninas 

(1656) depicts the painter himself alongside his royal subjects, Teller created a series of photographs in 

which he is never far from the foreground. Shots for the Marc Jacobs campaign – of Sofia Copolla in a 

swimming pool looking across at Teller who includes his feet in the frame, or his famous self-portraits with 

Charlotte Rampling in which the two are seen canoodling in a hotel room – are indicative of this approach. 

“We went on a journey together” says Teller in relation to these photographs. I wanted to explore the idea of 

an intimate relationship between an older woman and me, a forty-year-old guy, then.” 
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In his most recent series Masculine, pictures of classic historical examples of sculpture and painting 

idealizing masculinity are juxtaposed with self-portraits of the artist working out. The series offers a glimpse 

into how Teller himself relates to such a testosterone-packed, strength-intensive physical activity, not to 

mention how he, as a man in his fifties, attempts to keep his less-than-perfect body fit. 

The exhibition MACHO at the DESTE Foundation brings together, for the first time, a body of Teller’s self-

portraits. It seems almost like a theatrical play or a movie with only one actor. Teller is performing just for us, 

reconstructing the narrative of his life over the years, or simply documenting himself in the most intimate 

moments.  

Teller has presented his work in very different contexts without ever compromising his unique style, whether 

shooting for advertising campaigns of well-known designers including Marc Jacobs, Celine, Yves Saint 

Laurent, as well as for fashion editorials in all the major magazines, billboards that found their way into the 

homes of a wide audience, or for exhibitions in art venues around the world. “I am just producing works and 

try to find channels where I can express myself,” Teller remarks. “It may be a magazine, poster, book, or 

billboard... whether it is art or photography, I really don’t care.” 

Yet, trying to formulate a debate about Teller's artistic style seems almost like a sin. Freedom is the key to his 

work and all the rest – such as the apotheosis of the amateur style as an artistic expression and similar – 

comes after. Or, to be more precise, they are the symptoms of freedom. It takes great bravery to dare to be 

yourself and to do whatever you feel is right in any circumstance, whether it is private, public, commercial or 

charitable. It is this freedom from any kind of convention that differentiates him from other artists, even if he 

still works within quite conventional fields, including fashion and contemporary art.  Teller is not afraid to feel, 

to participate, to expose, to love.  

He has never been one to shy away from capturing in his peculiarly informal and often humorous pictures the 

plainness and beauty, averageness and extraordinariness, hardness and fragility of the human being. As a 

result, he is one of the few photographers who have elevated fashion photography to a new kind of artistic 

expression. Since then, he has been largely imitated.   

In reality, though, Teller needs no introduction. His photographs have fuelled the fantasies of an entire 

generation. He is the photographer who managed, with his 35mm camera in hand and no digital 

manipulation whatsoever, to prove that beauty truly is in the eye (and soul) of the beholder. The only 

difference being that the beholder here is no other than Teller himself: a beholder of life! 


